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314 PRESENT 

Mayor Dr M R Byrne (In the Chair) 
Clr R A Preston 
Clr Dr P J Gangemi 
Clr B L Collins OAM 
Clr R Jethi 
Clr J Jackson 
Clr M G Thomas 
Clr F P De Masi 
Clr A J Hay OAM 
Clr R M Tracey 
Clr S P Uno 

315 APOLOGIES 

Clr A N Haselden (Deputy Mayor) 
Clr E M Russo 
 

316 TIME OF COMMENCEMENT 

7.03pm 

317 TIME OF COMPLETION 

9.32pm 

318 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Item 5  - Councillor Tracey 
Item 10 - Mayor Dr Byrne 

319 ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 

8.54pm Councillor Thomas left the meeting and returned at 8.57pm during Item 4. 

320 DISSENT FROM COUNCIL'S DECISIONS 

Nil. 

321 ADJOURNMENT & RESUMPTION 

Nil. 
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ITEM-1 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR UNO AND SECONDED BY COUNCILLOR 
PRESTON THAT the Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 25 June 2019 be 
confirmed. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

322 RESOLUTION 

The Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 25 June 2019 be confirmed. 
 
APOLOGIES 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR HAY OAM AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR JETHI THAT the apologies from Councillors Haselden and Russo be 
accepted and leave of absence granted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

323 RESOLUTION 

The apologies from Councillors Haselden and Russo be accepted and leave of absence 
granted. 

COMMUNITY FORUM 

324 WELCOME TO COUNTRY AND NAIDOC WEEK 

John Robertson of Croydon paid his respects to all our ancestors and acknowledged the 
current Darug Elders and especially the youth who will be our leaders in the future. Mr 
Robertson wished all Councillors a Happy NAIDOC Week.  This year, the theme is “Voice 
Treaty Truth” which talks about “let’s work together for a shared future”. 
 
Mr Robertson is the Chairman of the Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Advisory Committee to 
the City of Parramatta. Mr Robertson is of Scottish, Irish, Gadigal and Wiradjuri heritage. 
 
European concept of time is that it moves in straight lines, past, present and future. For 
aborigines, time is continual, past, present and future are one.  The seasons  moved in 
circles and what has happened will happen again.  Aboriginal people have been living in the 
Hills for 45 thousand years as documented in the Parramatta sand bed that’s 1,800 
generations.  The rock dwellings around the Darling Mills Creek area at West Pennant Hills 
date back 12,000 years - that’s 500 generations.  Aboriginal people have been in Australia 
some 68,000 years, 2700 generations and traditional generations in the Aboriginal 
Community may have been somewhat fewer perhaps a 20 years rather than a 25 year 
generation which gives us 3,500 generations. 
 
Rather than represent 8 or 9 generations that Council currently acknowledge, there is 
opportunity to open its heart and mind and embrace the early thousands of generations that 
have lived in harmony in this Shire on this land.  The Shire abounds in Aboriginal places in 
history.  This year’s NAIDOC theme is Voice, Treaty, Truth and Lets Work together for a 
shared theme.  There is nothing that Council can do about Voice and Treaty, these are 
beyond your terms of reference, however, accepting and acknowledge the truth is something 
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that Council can do.  A journey of a thousand miles begins with the single step.  On behalf of 
the Aboriginal people of Western Sydney, I offer my hand in friendship and a spirit of 
reconciliation so that we can take that first step.  Let us work together for a shared future! 
 
Councillor Tracy thanked Mr Robertson for being here tonight particularly during NAIDOC 
Week and acknowledged NAIDOC Week which celebrates the history, Culture and 
achievements of Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander people. Councillor Tracey asked Mr 
Robertson why was he so passionate about this subject? 
 
Mr Robertson replied that his oldest white relative arrived in Sydney Cove on the 4th Fleet in 
1792.  He then had 7 children.  Mr Robertson has first contact relatives and have been 
involved for many years and have been on the Advisory Committee for Parramatta Council 
since 3 years after its inception and very active in the Western Sydney Community and very 
keen on the Aboriginal issues. 
 
Councillor Tracey further asked is there any places of significance in the Hills Shire 
regarding Aboriginal history? 
 
Mr Robertson advised that there are numerous sites that have been excavated, campsites 
around water holes etc. and the one at West Pennant Hills is actually at a cave site which 
has engravings and hand prints, cave art etc. on the walls but quite significant 
archaeological sites.  Councillors may not be aware of song lines.  The country is 
crisscrossed with song lines.  The Aboriginal people did not have maps and what they did to 
navigate was to learn a song and the song had the significant sites in it.  The entire Eastern 
boundary of the Shire is a song line which runs down Great North Road, the current 
Northern Road and is a song line that goes from the Hawkesbury River to the Parramatta 
River. 
 
The Mayor thanked Mr Robertson for his presentation.  It was very interesting to hear about 
the history of the Shire right back in the early days.  Always happy to work with any 
community group, So welcome! 

325 55 COONARA AVENUE, WEST PENNANT HILLS 

Mrs Primrose asked if Council is aware that it cannot approve a Planning Proposal under 
Section 4.4 of the Ministerial Directions issued in accordance with Section 117 of the EP & A 
Act that is consistent with the Direction that a Planning Proposal must ensure that Bushfire 
Hazzard reduction is not prohibited within the APZ.  If Council is not aware of this, why isn’t it 
aware? Because the RFS notified Council of this in August last year and the Mirvac Bushfire 
Assessment clearly shows the APZ is on top of a hectare of Blue Gum High Forest as the 
Office of Environment and Heritage Agency submission pointed out.  If Council is aware of 
this, because it has been reminded by the OAH that clearing the APZ is incompatible with 
serious and irreversible impact entities, which includes Blue Gum High Forrest, it appears 
Council cannot proceed with this current planning proposal because quite simply Council 
cannot approve it as proposed.  Is Council aware that it would not be able to approve a 
development application based on the current layout of 200 houses and 400 units because 
the Blue Gum High Forest is an SAII entity as raised in the OEH submission, therefore a 
Development Approval could not be granted to clear the Blue Gum High Forest within the 
development footpath and APZ.  If Council is not aware of this, why isn’t it aware?  The 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 has been in force for over two years.  If Council is aware 
of it, why has it wasted so much time when Council’s own mapping shows the Blue Gum 
High Forrest within that footprint and within the Bushfire Asset Protection Zone?  Lastly, if 
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Council is aware that this proposal cannot be approved either at a Planning Proposal stage 
or a Development Application Stage, is Council seeking a significantly amended Planning 
Proposal from Mirvac to ensure that the proposal is complaint with the Bio-Diversity 
Conservation Act, the EP&A Act and the Section 117 Minister’s Directions? 
 
The General Manager advised that these matters are relevant for the assessment of both 
the Planning Proposal and any future Development Applications that go forward.  All those 
matters need to be responded to before a decision can be made to rezone or otherwise.  
The General Manager further advised that Council does not rezone anything, it is the 
Government that rezones it, so any movement of the Planning Proposal forward from 
Council would then go to Government to decide.  There are a number of competing priorities 
in the EP& A Act and a number of competing priorities within the Ministerial Directions.  They 
all have to be weighed and taken into consideration and ultimately a decision made on it.  
These are all matters that you would expect to be covered in a future report to Council. 
 
Farida Irani, a resident of Coonara Avenue, West Pennant Hills, was not happy to learn that 
the rear of the houses designed by Mirvac will be facing Coonara Avenue.  If this 
development does go ahead, which she thinks should not, the visual amenity of the 
residents on the other side of Coonara from the site will be badly affected.  Did Council notify 
any of the residents of Coonara Avenue on the opposite side of the street to the site, as she 
was not notified?  Will Council make sure, if this development goes ahead, that the houses 
on Coonara Avenue will all face the street with the garages at the rear, and still protect the 
Blue Gum High Forrest along the street frontage of Coonara Avenue.  If the current multi-
storey carpark is zoned for residential, then a mini local shop could be built there which 
would have a serious impact on the Coonara Avenue Shops.  A little local store within the 
area that is shown as actual units is one thing; a large area like the car park which would 
allow multiple businesses is another thing entirely.  For the sake of the existing business in 
Coonara Avenue, would Council consider including the multi storey carpark into the E2 Zone 
as recommended by the Office of Environment and Heritage. 
 
The General Manager asked Mrs Irani whether her questions were included in her 
submission to Council.  Mrs Irani said yes.  The General Manager advised that the matters 
raised will be dealt with in the report to Council. 
 
Joan Rowley of West Pennant Hills question for Council concerns the traffic through the 
West Pennant Hills Valley during the morning and afternoon peak.  A recent survey 
commissioned by Council looked at the southern route out of the valley, the circle rat-run of 
Coonara Avenue, Highs Road, Taylors Street, Aiken Road and Oaks Road.  Ms Rowley 
would like to know why the study only extended as far as the roundabout at Aiken Road, at 
the northern end of Oaks Road.  Any vehicle heading south of valley must proceed down 
Oakes Road at least as far as the next roundabout at Eaton Road.  The number of vehicles 
heading south from this roundabout during the am peak is typically more than 60% higher 
than the number at the surveyed roundabout.  Also vehicles have to use the second 
roundabout in Oaks Road, so why was it excluded from the survey? Also the queue of 
vehicles returning to the valley in the pm peak extends the entire length of Oaks Road.  
Queuing and congestion was only considered from the northern end of Oaks Road.  The 
West Pennant Hills Valley has only one exit to the south.  During the am peak, all south 
bound vehicles have to use at least part of Oaks Road but this fact was completely ignored 
in the recent GTA report.  Because of these omissions, it seems to be inappropriate to use 
this GTA report to assess the impact of future development in the valley.  Will Council 
commission a further survey which looks at the complete southern road preferably before it 
makes any decision on 55 Coonara Avenue proposal? 
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The General Manager advised he would take the matter on notice, investigate and provide a 
response.  
 
Councillor Dr Gangemi noted that the current site is entirely zoned Business Park and if you 
applied Council’s DCP Car-parking rate to the whole site, it would generate 2,800 car trips a 
day and the current proposal would generate less than 1,000 car trips per day.  Do you 
agree with the figures I have just presented?   
 
Ms Rowley replied that she does not know the figures but she does know that overall the 
number of car trips would be reduced.  Council need to look at the cars that are contributing 
to the peak hour flow so the vehicles that use that car park while it is zoned B7 are going in 
the opposite direction. They are not contributing to peak hour flow. However if we gain a 
more cars travelling in the peak direction, that will make a difference.   
 
Councillor Dr Gangemi stated that given the current zoning of the land, the site must 
eventually be used for something and will generate a significant amount of traffic given the 
size.  On traffic grounds, what we have in front of us isn’t the worst compared to what it 
could be potentially. 

326 INSTALLING SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYING FIELD IN THE SHIRE 

Peter Ernst of West Pennant Hills had questions regarding Council’s interest in installing 
synthetic turf playing fields on some of the playing fields within the Shire and also specifically 
in relation to the plastic playing fields that is part of the proposal for the redevelopment of 55 
Coonara Avenue.  Mr Ernst noticed from the Voluntary Planning Agreement that Council is 
specifying a FIFA quality or FIFA grade field.  Is Council aware that in FIFA’s documentation 
or FIFA has reports looking at the loss of plastics and chemical plastic pollution from playing 
fields which basically tell us that the playing fields contain the equivalent of about 30 million 
single use plastic bags which is basically made of the fibres of the playing field and the 
backing of the playing field and also the fill that goes into cushioning and supporting the 
playing field.  The cost of each and every year that the playing field is used FIFA’s figures 
state that the equivalent of half a million plastic bags is basically lost on that field.  Is Council 
comfortable given the interest we have in reducing, minimising and removing plastic pollution 
from our environment especially in the area of single use plastic bags.  Is Council 
comfortable with the proposal where each and every playing field will generate about half a 
million plastic bags worth of plastic pollution per year.  I know Council is having some 
discussions about non-plastic base field’s to support the quality of the field and I also wonder 
whether Council are aware of some of the health and environmental concerns that have 
been raised about even non plastic playing fields. 
 
Council has relied on several expert reports in coming to its decision about plastic playing 
fields and some reports are from a group called Smart Consultancy Group and one report 
from the Western Australia Government.  Is Council aware that the Smart Consultancy 
Groups Reports are at least in part, bought and paid for by suppliers and manufacturers of 
plastic fields? Is Council also aware the Western Australia Government report that has been 
used does not really contain any discussion of the plastic pollution of the environment?  Is 
Council also aware that the environmental legislation of Western Australia is believed to be 
vastly different to the NSW Protection of the Environment Operations Act?  This may be 
acceptable in Western Australia but would likely infringe the various clauses within the NSW 
Act. 
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The Group Manager Shire Strategy, Transformation & Solutions advised he would take the 
matter on notice and provide a response but stated that there has been a large amount of 
information supplied in relation to enquiries about this site.  It is a matter of ongoing 
consideration for Council, and as the General Manager has indicated in relation to dealing 
with an earlier speaker, there has been no final determination made on this site and matters 
will be considered and reported back to Council. 
 
Mr Ernst stated that his questions are in regards to the general use of plastic fields not just 
55 Coonara Avenue, West Pennant Hills specifically but of course it is of interest. 

327 FERNCLIFF ROAD, GLENHAVEN 

Vida Shahamat of Glenhaven, who is part of a Women’s Club consisting of around 50 
women, walks with the club members through this beautiful green area.  Vida heard that 
development is going to start in this area.  It may not be an economic or development 
concern for Council but is to the residents who choose to live in an environment with  a 
recreation value that suited them in spite of the development.  Ms Shahamat asked Council 
to consider these factors when looking at the proposal and to consider the well-being of the 
residents, as a lot of use this pathway for recreational purposes.  
 
ITEM-2 PLANNING PROPOSAL - DERRIWONG ROAD AND OLD 

NORTHERN ROAD, DURAL (23/2016/PLP)  
 
Proceedings in Brief 
Clare Brown – Planning Consultant, URBIS addressed Council regarding this matter 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR UNO AND SECONDED BY COUNCILLOR 
JETHI THAT  
 
1. The planning proposal applicable to land at Derriwong Road and Old Northern Road, 

Dural be submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for Gateway 
Assessment to determine State Government agency views on the merits of the planning 
proposal. 

 
2. Should the Department of Planning and Environment determine that the proposal has 

strategic and site-specific merit and issue a Gateway Determination, the following 
matters should be resolved prior to any exhibition of the planning proposal: 

 
a) The inclusion of 1,000m2 and 2,000m2 minimum lot sizes at the periphery of the 

zoned area to serve as a transition to the adjoining rural area; 
 

b) Access arrangements and relationship between proposed residential lots and the 
planned arterial bypass road; 

 
c) Establishment of a mechanism to ensure that the proposed amendments would not 

facilitate a proliferation of seniors housing development proposals on adjoining rural 
land; and 

 
d) The ability to service the proposed residential yield with new local and regional 

infrastructure, at no cost to Council. This would include further resolution of ongoing 
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discussions with State and Federal Government surrounding the funding of required 
regional road upgrades. 

 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND LOST 
 
Being a planning matter, the Mayor called for a division to record the votes on this matter 
 
VOTING FOR THE MOTION 
Mayor Dr M R Byrne 
Clr R Jethi 
Clr S P Uno  
Clr F P De Masi 
 
VOTING AGAINST THE MOTION 
Clr R A Preston 
Clr Dr P J Gangemi  
Clr A J Hay OAM 
Clr J Jackson  
Clr B L Collins OAM 
Clr M G Thomas 
Clr R M Tracey 
 
MEETING ABSENT 
Clr A N Haselden  
Clr E M Russo 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR PRESTON AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR HAY OAM THAT the Recommendation contained in the report be adopted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

328 RESOLUTION 

1. The planning proposal applicable to land at Derriwong Road and Old Northern Road, 
Dural be submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment for Gateway 
Assessment to determine State Government agency views on the merits of the planning 
proposal. 
 

2. Should the Department of Planning and Environment determine that the proposal has 
strategic and site-specific merit and issue a Gateway Determination, the following 
matters should be resolved prior to any exhibition of the planning proposal: 

 
a) The need to increase the proposed minimum lot size at key locations, in order to 

soften the impact of the development on the Old Northern Road ridgeline and enable 
better visual transition between the development and surrounding rural land; 
 

b) Access arrangements and relationship between proposed residential lots and the 
planned arterial bypass road; 
 

c) Establishment of a mechanism to ensure that the proposed amendments would not 
facilitate a proliferation of seniors housing development proposals on adjoining rural 
land; and 
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d) The ability to service the proposed residential yield with new local and regional 

infrastructure, at no cost to Council. This would include further resolution of ongoing 
discussions with State and Federal Government surrounding the funding of required 
regional road upgrades. 

 
Being a planning matter, the Mayor called for a division to record the votes on this matter 
 
VOTING FOR THE MOTION 
Clr B L Collins OAM 
Clr R A Preston 
Clr F P De Masi 
Clr M G Thomas 
Clr A J Hay OAM 
Clr Dr P J Gangemi  
 
VOTING AGAINST THE MOTION 
Mayor Dr M R Byrne 
Clr S P Uno  
Clr R M Tracey 
Clr J Jackson  
Clr R Jethi 
 
MEETING ABSENT 
Clr A N Haselden  
Clr E M Russo 
 
CALL OF THE AGENDA  
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR HAY OAM AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR COLLINS OAM THAT items 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 be moved by 
exception and the recommendations contained therein be adopted.  
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

329 RESOLUTION 

Items 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 be moved by exception and the recommendations 
contained therein be adopted. 
 
Councillor Tracey having previously declared a non-pecuniary and less than significant 
conflict of interest remained in the room.  
 
ITEM-5 PHOENIX AVENUE, BEAUMONT HILLS - ALTERNATE 

ACCESS  

330 RESOLUTION 

1. No further action be taken on providing alternative vehicle access to the eastern 
residential precinct serviced by Phoenix Ave. 
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2. The temporary roundabout in Millcroft Way be removed once a more permanent 
access arrangement is available into the eastern residential sub-precinct via the 
connections of Wilkins Ave and Phoenix Ave. 

 
ITEM-6 MINUTES OF AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING - 20 JUNE 

2019  

331 RESOLUTION 

Council adopt the recommendations of the Audit Committee Meeting dated 20 June 2019. 
 
ITEM-7 PECUNIARY INTEREST REPORT - JUNE 2019  

332 RESOLUTION 

Council note the tabling of the Returns. 
 
ITEM-8 TENDER 19-39 PANEL CONTRACTS 2019-2021 FOR 

MINOR CONCRETE WORKS INCLUDING 
RECONSTRUCTION AND RESTORATION OF 
FOOTPATHS, KERB & GUTTER   

333 RESOLUTION 

Council accept the schedule of rates tender from Ally Property Services Pty Ltd, Awada Civil 
Engineering Pty Ltd, Convil Group Pty Ltd and NSW Kerbing Pty Ltd as panel contractors for 
minor concrete works including: reconstruction and restoration of footpaths, kerb & gutter 
and other nominated minor concrete works; for a period of two (2) years, with an option to 
extend the contract year by year for an additional three years, subject to mutual agreement 
by both parties and satisfactory performance of each contractor: 
 
Mayor Dr Byrne having previously declared a non-pecuniary and less than significant conflict 
of interest remained in the room.  
 
ITEM-10 CHRISTMAS IN THE HILLS  

334 RESOLUTION 

Council approve a $15,000 community grant to Christmas Carols in the Hills Incorporated to 
assist with traffic and waste management as outlined in the report for the 2019 charity event.  

 
ITEM-11 ROTARY - GARDEN COMPETITION  

335 RESOLUTION 

Council approve a $5,000 cash community grant to The Rotary Club of The Hills - Kellyville 
to assist with running the 2019 Garden Competition event.  
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ITEM-12 EXTERNAL COMBUSTIBLE CLADDING POLICY   

336 RESOLUTION 

1. The draft External Combustible Cladding Policy be placed on public exhibition for a 
minimum of twenty eight (28) days and giving 42 days for submissions. 

 
2. The matter be the subject of a further report following the exhibition. 
 
3. Council include a notation to the effect that a building is listed on the NSW 

Government’s external combustible cladding register as an “other relevant matter” on 
a Section 10.7(5) certificate which relates to land on which a registered building is 
located. 

 
ITEM-13 PROPERTY DEALINGS RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT 

MATTERS  

337 RESOLUTION 

1. Council consent to the release of a temporary right of access and accompanying 
temporary stormwater easement from the title of Lot 1 DP 1237313 (No. 20-24 Withers 
Road, North Kellyville) and the Section 88B instrument accompanying the final plan of 
subdivision relating to Development Consent 1650/2017/ZA be authorised for execution 
under Council seal. 
 

2. Council consent to the release of a temporary stormwater easement from the title of Lot 
3 DP 1227432 and Lot 92 DP 1206860 (3-41 Longmeadow Parkway, Box Hill) and the 
Section 88B instrument accompanying the final plan of subdivision relating to 
Development Consent 619/2017/ZA be authorised for execution under Council seal. 

 
ITEM-14 RENEWAL OF LEASE FOR TORRS STREET, 

BAULKHAM HILLS  

338 RESOLUTION 

Council enter into a Lease Agreement with Roads & Maritime Services over Part Lot 2 DP 
220508, Part Lot 1 DP 135976, Part Lot 70 DP 845947, Part Lot 80 DP 837675 and Lot 1 
and 2 DP 858501 on the terms and conditions detailed in this report with a Lease authorised 
for execution under seal. 
 
ITEM-3 FAIRWAY DRIVE, NORWEST - FURTHER REPORT ON 

INSTALLATION OF PARKING RESTRICTIONS 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR JACKSON AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR THOMAS THAT the Recommendation contained in the report be adopted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 
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339 RESOLUTION 

Approval be given for the installation of ‘No Stopping’ parking restriction signage on the 
western side of Fairway Drive, Norwest outside Nos. 46-48 in accordance with Attachment 2 
in the report. 
 
8.54pm Councillor Thomas left the meeting and returned at 8.57pm during Item 4. 
 
ITEM-4 PROVISION OF TEMPORARY TRAFFIC FACILITY 

WORKS - HEZLETT ROAD, NORTH KELLYVILLE 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR COLLINS OAM AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR DR GANGEMI THAT the Recommendation contained in the report be 
adopted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

340 RESOLUTION 

Council approve the allocation of $108,000 from the Capital Works Reserve to enable 
construction of all temporary traffic facility works in the section of Hezlett Road between 
Curtis Road/Camrose Street and Headingly Avenue, as detailed in the report, noting that 
installation of the proposed roundabout is subject to the endorsement of the Local Traffic 
Committee.  
 
ITEM-9 TENDER 19-35 ANNANGROVE PARK AMENITIES 

REMOVE AND REPLACE EXISTING BUILDING 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR DR GANGEMI AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR COLLINS OAM THAT the Recommendation contained in the report be 
adopted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED.  

341 RESOLUTION 

1. Council approve additional funds from reserves of $163,774.80 (excluding GST). 
 
2. Council approve the carry over of the remaining budget for Project 250338: Annangrove 

Park Amenities Building Replacement, from FY 18/19 to FY 19/20. 
 
3. Council award Tender T19-35 to Sudiro Constructions for an overall cost including 

contingency of $427,966.80 (excluding GST).  
 
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE  

342 FLYING THE ABORIGNAL FLAG DURING NAIDOC WEEK 

Councillor Hay OAM noted that Councillor Jackson was flying the Aboriginal Flag during 
NAIDOC Week and asked whether this is going to be a permanent situation. 
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Councillor Jackson replied that he has not made that decision yet but thought that with 
organising functions for NAIDOC week at his workplace and the cultural relevance to some 
of the colleagues he works with, he thought he would acknowledge it in his small way.  This 
year’s theme is “Voice Treaty Truth” which talks about “let’s work together”.  A lot of people 
have very different opinions of what’s “let’s work together” looks like and this may be more 
my small part of working together. 

343 TREES - 127 AIKEN ROAD, WEST PENNANT HILLS 

Councillor Tracey was contacted by a resident in East Ward in regards to the development 
of 127 Aikens Road, West Pennant Hills enquiring whether or not the developers submitted 
a Section 4.5.5.2.  The original Development Application was approved in 2004 for 24 Blue 
gum trees to be cut down.  The amendment is requesting for more trees to be cut down.  
Councillor Tracey asked for an update.  
 
The General Manager advised he would take the matter on notice, investigate and provide a 
response.  

344 NAIDOC WEEK 7 – 14 JULY 2019 

Councillor Tracey commended Hills Community Aid who are holding a NAIDOC Family Fun 
Day at Balcombe Heights tomorrow from 10am – 1pm and wished them well for tomorrow!   
There will be plenty of School Holiday Activities and Councillor Tracey encouraged 
Councillors/Community if free, to attend. 

345 LIGHTING – GLENHOPE ROAD, WEST PENNANT HILLS 

Councillor Uno had received representations from a local resident of West Pennant Hills who 
lives around the Cherrybrook Metro Station about the lighting around the station.  His son 
had tripped walking down Glenhope Road.  Councillor Uno asked if Council could review the 
current lighting conditions on Glenhope Road, West Pennant Hills in light of the new 
Cherrybrook Metro Station and, in addition, look at the current parking conditions. 
 
The General Manager advised he would take the matter on notice, investigate and provide a 
response.  

346 BUS BOOM FOR NORTH WEST – SYDNEY COMMUTERS NEWS ITEM – CHANNEL 9 

Councillor De Masi commented about an article on Channel 9 which quotes ”They have 
been given a train line and now the residents in Sydney’s North West have been given more 
ways to get around.  To supplement the North West Metro, more than 1,500 new weekly bus 
services will commence from 28 July 2019”.  
 
Four months ago, Councillor Tracey whilst campaigning, indicted that the Shire would be 
losing 66% of our buses.  Councillor De Masi was happy to note it has now been increased 
by 100% and asked Councillor Tracey for comment. 
 
Councillor Tracey declined to respond. 
 
Councillor De Masi asked will Council need to provide more bus stops to accommodate the 
bus services? 
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The General Manager advised that a lot of the new bus stops have been implemented, but 
obviously they will keep the network under review.  There are locational and separation 
requirements around bus stops and they are reported to the Council through the Local 
Traffic Committee as and when the issue arises 

347 THANK YOU – ANGELA VERNICOS 

Councillor De Masi tabled a letter from a resident thanking Angela Vernicos for arranging a 
“Disabled Parking” space in front of their residence.   

348 GEOSPATIAL FENCED TROLLEY SYSTEM 

Councillor De Masi stated that at the last Council Meeting, he raised the questions about 
Coles Supermarket upgrade at Castle Towers and was informed that all approvals for 
Shopping Centres require a Trolley Management System.    Councillor De Masi noted that 
this is also the case at Stockland, Baulkham Hills with Aldi’s expansion.  Councillor De Masi 
asked in a Shopping Centre, where there is more than one supermarket, who actually pays 
for the fenced trolley system?  Is it the supermarket that actually has the works being carried 
out or is it shared by all the supermarket’s i.e. Woolworths/Coles and Aldi’s within a 
particular Shopping Complex. 
 
The General Manager advised that it would be the responsibility of the Trolley owner and the 
operator.  The Acting Manager Development & Compliance confirmed that was correct.  In 
terms of the approval for Stockland Mall, it may have been done as a Complying 
Development Certificate.  It may have been an old approval and being an older centre, may 
not have had the geospatial requirements on it.   
 
Councillor Hay OAM stated that was not what the Councillors were told. 
 
The Acting Manager Development & Compliance will confirm that in terms of the consent but 
it may well be a Complying Development and advised he would take the matter on notice, 
investigate and provide a response.  
 
Councillor De Masi further stated that Coles Supermarket at Castle Towers is only one 
supermarket.  There are other shops in the Towers such as Kmart, Target, Aldi etc.  Why 
should one supermarket bear the cost which is an expensive exercise, why can’t it be shared 
by the other supermarkets? 
 
The General Manager replied that it can only be applied to the Development Applications 
Council receives and the standard permitted.  It is a good point, but a role for Centre 
Management to take a more holistic view of it and happy to investigate it further and see how 
that might be facilitated. 

349 SMALLS CREEK - BERNIE MULLANE RESERVE  

Councillor De Masi received an email from a resident regarding Bernie Mullane Reserve 
vandalism where shopping trolleys are being dumped or thrown in Smalls Creek and a lot of 
them belonged to Woolworths.  Council’s Manager Regulatory Services, Craig Woods 
approached the Manager of Woolworth’s at Kellyville Shopping Centre with the issue and the 
supermarket has actually volunteered to put the geospatial fenced trolley system in place.  A 
great initiative!  Councillor De Masi asked whether the fact that they have a Woolworths 
supermarket taking the initiative, would it be worthwhile approaching every supermarket in 
our Shire to see if they would follow suit. 
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Councillor Hay OAM further asked what happens when you have Woolworths and Coles 
together in a Shopping Centre and the Woolworth’s trolley is geo-locked and a customer has 
a Coles trolley where they transfer stuff into and ride off with that.  It can potentially happen 
in Castle Towers, Kellyville and a number of different places.   
 
The Mayor added that there is nothing stopping Council approaching the various 
supermarkets and requesting if they are willingly to agree to put in this system but we can’t 
force them to comply. 
 
The General Manager stated that is an area that Council could probably do with Government 
help with benefits of some reform because the process of picking them up and charging is 
quite complex and quite litigious.  One of the Supermarkets proudly puts on the Court case 
against Willoughby Council where they took them on for doing just that.  That will not deter 
Council.  We are working hard with the operators throughout our Shire where we have a 
problem to try and address the issue.  It is chronic in our Centres because we have a lot of 
people in close proximity to the Centres.  The General Manager further advised that at a 
meeting with the Coles Manager, he talked about the issue of the trolleys not working and 
affectively advising the contractor to make sure that it does work.  There is a lot of work 
across Council’s areas to find measures of tackling this issue.  

350 CODE OF MEETING PRACTICE – COUNCILLOR’S PORTAL 

Councillor Thomas asked if the policy on the Councillor’s Portal and the ones he keeps on 
hand could be updated.   
 
Councillor Thomas was concerned about the Community Forum which clearly states in 13.3. 
Part A –  “The Community forum is to allow the public present at a meeting of the Council to 
ask questions of the Council through the Chairperson of the meeting”.  It is quite clearly for 
the purpose of asking questions. Councillor Thomas noted there were very few people 
speaking tonight who were deliberately here to ask questions but it was mainly to give their 
opinions on issues which was not the purpose in the Code of Meeting Practice of Community 
Forum.  In addition, it specifically states in 13.3 (d) “the right to ask a question or questions 
does not extend to a right to make a statement on any matter”.  In addition, there is no 
process in the Code of Meeting Practice for Councillors to ask the person who meant to ask 
questions, questions and ask that Council review our Code of Meeting Practice and start 
following the Community Forum, as the way it been run now, leads to abuse and distortion of 
what the purpose of the Community Forum was all about.   
 
The General Manager added that the Community Forum is a matter that Council has 
determined in our Code of Meeting Practice. When there was a check by the Office of Local 
Government, they observed that Community Forum is actually a practise that Council should 
not be doing, but Council continued with Community Forum in our Code of Meeting Practice 
and it has largely remained unchanged.  The General Manager will check the website and 
the Portal as we have recently updated the Code of Meeting Practice as a result of the 
reforms of the Office of Local Government.  
 
Councillor Thomas stated that he supports the purpose of the Community Forum in the past 
and would hate to see it be removed from the Code of Meeting Practice as it does give an 
opportunity to residents to participate.  Councillor Thomas thought the “Community Forum” 
was for our community and did not expect people from all over Sydney to come to our 
Council for Community Forum.   
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The Mayor added that the Code is not specific and is silent and it does not specify residents 
versus non-residents, rate payer versus non rate payers.   

351 NEWS ON TREES 

Councillor Thomas was very pleased that the Hills Shire Council made news on “Trees”. 
Hopefully this will put pressure on other Councils to follow our lead with recognising the 
rights/concerns/safety of residents when they make their decisions on trees.  This Council 
are not followers, we are leaders! 
 
 
The Minutes of the above Meeting were confirmed at the Meeting of the Council held on 23 
July 2019. 
 
 
 
 

   

            MAYOR                                                            GENERAL MANAGER 
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